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P. O. Box 428, School Street Robert Zega, Ed.D. 
Woodbridge, New Jersey  07095 Superintendent of Schools 

 Telephone:   (732) 602-8472 
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July 21, 2020 
 
Hello Parents and Guardians: 
 
Below is a list of questions sent to me via email. Please review the list. If you still have questions, please 
email me at robert.zega@woodbridge.k12.nj.us or call my office at 732.602.8472. 
 
Will there still be special classes (art/music/PE) for in person learning?  
Yes students in school will have a regular schedule. Only elementary instrumental music will be virtual only. 
 
What about middle school sports? 
Right now middle school sports are not planned. 
 
We understand the ABC schedule, but that is one full day Per week, correct? 
The MWF schedule is one day of in-person instruction per week per student.  
 
And should we do AB, that’s two half days per week, with Fridays being remote for all? 
Monday would be remote for all, one group would come in Tuesday and Wednesday, the other group would 
come in Thursday and Friday. 
 
If at any time I feel it isn’t safe or I’m not comfortable with it, can I make my child become a fully virtual 
student? 
Parents can change their minds at any time about virtual or in-person. The decision on the survey is not 
binding. 
 
Why are the students only going 2 half day sessions? 
In the interest of safety, we will start Phase 1 of the re-entry with half days. This will also eliminate lunch 
periods in school which are challenging. If things go well, Phase 2 will be full days with lunches. The half 
days also provide time for the teachers to interact with the fully-remote students. 
 
The governor DID NOT make masks required to for the students to return to school unless they couldn’t 
social distance. My question to you is, if you are planning for full social distancing in the classroom as you 
stated why would masks be required for the entire day? 
Although students will be socially distancing in class, there will be frequent times when students are out of 
their seats. Class changing periods will also be times when students are not socially distanced. All other 
indoor events, other than schools, require face coverings. For safety reasons, we feel that at least for the 
first few weeks, everyone should wear face coverings (masks or shields). 
 
If a family chooses fully remote learning what would the platform entail?  
The fully remote learning platform will begin with a remote day on Monday for all students. The teachers will 
give an outline for the week and the expectations for any assignments. The rest of the week the teacher will 
be able to stream content from the class to the remote students. The teachers will also have specific times 
after dismissal to meet virtually with students to review lessons or answer questions. 
 
Will the remote students still be under the guidance of their homeroom teacher or another Woodbridge 
teacher?  
We will have to determine this after we decide on a schedule and create sections of classes. 
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Would the district utilize a third party online platform? 
Early this summer a committee was formed to evaluate the on-line lesson from the spring and take a look at 
different platform for distance learning as well as best practices in remote learning. We will base our remote 
instruction on the recommendations from this committee.  
 
Will the district offer after care and before care (in the buildings that already have the on-site before care)? 
We hope to offer aftercare but nor before care. There would not be enough time to clean the before care 
area before students arrive. 
 
Would the elementary half day hybrid schedule run the same time as a typical half day 8:55 to 1:10? 
We are working on the schedules this week. We have to adjust times because busses need to be cleaned 
between runs. 
 
Can a family choose fully remote and then decide to opt into the hybrid program?  
Yes any time, even after school starts. 
 
How will the children be chosen for what group and will early care be available?  
Students will be divided to make class sizes within regs. Parents will be notified as soon as they become 
available in early August. 
 
Is there a chance that all three of my children will go to their schools on the same day? 
We will make this a priority. If you are notified of your schedule and they are not the same days, notify your 
principal and we will make the change. 
  
What percentage of parents will not send their children to school, how will you be able to understand parents 
with multiple children in the school district, and what if the answer varies by child?   
As of 9:30 Tuesday, they survey has about 44% of responders indicating that they will choose remote-only. 
 
Will teachers be required to do live instruction over video vs. just giving assignments to complete if remote 
instruction is selected?  
Video instruction will be required. 
 
Will there be technology so that remote students are observing/watching the teacher while teaching the in 
person students?  
Yes  
 
Will there be different teacher for in class and remote students? 
That will depend on how many teachers are able to return to teach in person. 
 
If in class instruction is half day, in order to sanitize for next group will school be half day all year? 
No we hope that if Phase 1 goes well, we can transition to full days in Phase 2. 
 
Will remote students only be required to complete 1/2 days since in class students are only half days? 
Although the instruction will be in-person and virtual, students are required to be in attendance every school 
day. 
  
Instead of a required check in by a certain time will remote students, can they be required to be logged on 
with a closer real school schedule. The live virtual session would be ideal. 
Remote-only students will have more structure in their school day than they did in the spring. Teachers will 
receive training on the live virtual sessions and on content streaming. 
 
Will remote students still be able to participate in sports? 
Yes  
 
Will parents be allowed to enter schools for any indoor sports like basketball? 
No any indoor sports will be without any spectators, including parents. 
 



Will there be reporting measuring appitutude of children attending school vs. Remote? 
Yes 
 
If a parent changes there mind from remote to in person or vice versa, is that possible and what are the 
steps? 
Contact principal 
  
What additional programs or information session in person or virtual will be created for juniors and/or seniors 
preparing for college?  
We will try to offer everything we would have in a normal year. Details will come from the HS principals. 
 
Will attending the school in-person be different/more advantageous to the student in anyway with regards to 
the content that is covered? (Specifically will the remote students be able to see the live class lectures and 
have access to the same materials online or will they have recorded video lectures ?) 
Although our staff will make every effort to accommodate the fully-remote students, there is no substitute for 
in-person learning.  
 
Would virtual learning be live teachers actually teaching kids for the entire day (with a webcam) or is it more 
like kids will logon and work on schoolwork independently w their parents help?  
We will not have webcams in the classrooms and we are not permitted to video the students who are in 
class. We can video the teacher and stream the content. Content streaming is when only the presentation 
form the classroom is streamed to the students at home; similar to a Kahn Academy video. 
 
What will virtual learning look like if we choose to go that route 100%? 
If we should have to close schools again, we will continue to provide as much video content as possible 
   
How the remote learning plan will continue to keep students engaged and not just allow for teachers to post 
assignments on Google classroom?  
Teachers will have required video time with students. 
 
Grading structure for remote learning students vs. in person instruction 
Same  
 
How special activities will be accommodated (music, gym, art, computers). During the spring 2020 remote 
learning experience, the special classes were basically non existent as it was an assignment posted to 
access a website of some sort. 
We will be able to provide special classes to student who are remote-only. 
 
Will there be an option for the student to visit the school in any capacity? 
Schools will not be allowing visitors. 
 
How will materials be distributed? 
Principals will notify parents when supplies are available. 
 
I am not sure if I missed an email, but the last email I received was a proposed school schedule of three 
days a week with half or whole day possibilities. Was a final schedule completed?  
The final schedule will depend on how many students choose remote-only 
 
What about transportation?  
Students who were eligible for transportation last year will still be eligible.  
 
Will there be plastic dividers between students?  
No  
Are students required to wear masks all day?  
Yes  
 
Will teachers wear mask all day?  
Yes 



 
Locker situations?  
Students will not be using hallway lockers or gym lockers. Also no changing for gym. 
 
Class changing?  
Only in MS & HS 
 
Clubs and sports?  
Sports in HS only. Clubs on all levels. 
 
What happens if a child or staff is found to be sick?  
As per CDC regs, mandatory school closure for at least 3-5 days. Local health officials will help determine 
extent of closure. Extent of school closure and contact tracing procedures will be followed. 
 
How is it logically possible to consider sending children and school staff to school when it’s not safe to sit in 
a restaurant for an hour, a movie theater for 2 hours?  How is it safe to send children into a building for 
several hours? There’s seems to be a real contradiction here.  For some reason we are playing games with 
the lives of kids and school staff?  Please help me understand.   
We have been directed by state officials to create a plan for in-person learning. That plan will also include 
accommodations for students who choose a remote-only option. 
 
Who is in the team committee? Do they live in town? How many committee members actually have Kids in 
this school district? 
We have about 30 people on the committee and they include teachers, administrators, school nurses, and 
board members. Some live in town, some don't. The committee has had several proposals ready, but it 
seems that every time the DOE changes the regs we have to change our plan. Sometimes the regs change 
2x in one day. If we had released the proposals already, they would have changed 4 times. We were hoping 
for final decisions from the DOE, just as you are hoping for final decisions from us. And it is frustrating for 
everyone. There are members of the committee with kids in the district. There are also committee members 
with kids in other districts. 
 
Much more information needs to be provided before any informed parent can make a decision.  Just to 
name a few: 
 
1) middle and High schools  
  A) are they changing classes? 
  b) if so what is the protocol for that? 
  C) how are desks going to be cleaned between each class? Who is responsible for that? Student? 
Teacher? Another worker? 
MS & HS will change classes. ES will not. MS & HS students will be given sanitizing wipes that are skin safe. 
They will wipe their desks when they arrive in their new classroom and then wipe it again right before they 
leave for their next class. 
 
2) is this full day or half day? 
The proposal is for half days in Phase 1. Phase 2 would be full days. 
 
3 If full Day, how is lunch being prepared, cafeteria set ups and again who is cleaning them. 
Custodians 
 
4) How and who is the State and Local  
School boards getting health information? Because I can look at 6 Different High level  good medical 
Sourcing and get 6 different opinions. Remember this state allowed this disease to run rampant in Nursing 
Homes and elderly facilities infecting and killing thousands.. So tough to believe everything or anything 
anyone says today.  
We have guidance form the DOE as well as local health dept. I meet with our local officials 3x per week. 
 
5) The TOWNSHIP really never supplied any tissues,  wipes or disinfectant for years so again are the 
parents going to have to supply all the antibacterial wipes and hand sanitizer. 



Parents will have to provide face coverings for their children (masks or shields).  Students by now have worn 
face coverings and they may have a model they prefer. We will supply everything else. 
 
How many children would each bus have on an average? 
On the large buses we can fit 11 with social distancing. We are permitted to add more than 11 if students 
wear face coverings. 
 
Who would be responsible for enforcing that all the kids have masks on and are maintaining social 
distancing at all times as the driver cannot be monitoring when driving? 
We hope to have bus aides on the ES busses. We may not have enough for the MS & HS buses, so then it 
would be the driver supervising. 
 
What steps is the township taking to ensure that the bus drivers are not sick themselves or are not 
asymptomatic carriers. 
Staff are required to self-screen before coming to work. 
 
What is the process of disinfecting the bus before every pick up and drop off - which technically is twice a 
day? 
Busses will be disinfected after each HS run, after each MS run, and after each ES run. So they will be 
disinfected 6 times per day. 
 
Will there be any daily health screening such as a temperature check? 
Parents will be responsible for screening their children each day. Parents will be required to submit a form 
conforming that they have completed the screening. 
 
Will there be consequences if a student refuses to keep a mask on during the school day?   I am referring to 
a general education student simply being defiant and refusing to keep one on.   I know and understand that 
some special education students with various cognitive impairments may struggle with keeping masks on.   
Yes 
 
I am worried about switching classes and groups of students in the hallways.    How will they be able to 
maintain social distance?  Will each grade be assigned to a separate zone/area of the building to limit 
movement?(similar to the days of Mrs. Bernstein and Team 7A/7B and 8A/8B and all your academic classes 
were contained to your team’s hallway) Or will the bell schedule be staggered so only 1 grade is in the 
hallway changing classes at a time?   
Directions will be designated in hallways as much as possible (similar to supermarkets). We will also have 
less than half of the students in the building, so the hallways won’t be as crowded. 
 
If you are able to have A/B  days, what type of schedule is under consideration?   For example, I know some 
districts are considering A group on Monday/Tuesday, deep cleaning on Wednesday, and B group of 
Thursday/Friday.    
Schedule below 
 
On the remote learning days, will there be teachers available if my children have questions about their work?    
Yes  
 
How will their teachers be available if they are in the class room delivering in class instruction to another 
group? 
Since we will only have half days of in-person instruction, teachers will be available in the afternoons. 
 
 
Please realize that the purpose of the survey was to determine how many parents would definitely 
keep their children home. That will let us make a decision on dividing the students into 3 groups or 
2. From the early survey results, it looks like we can make 2 groups. 
 

Should the survey indicate that we will be able to divide the students into 2 groups, we would like to 
propose the schedule below: 



PHASE 1 
Group A in-school for half day instruction, Group B remote for 2 consecutive days 
Group B in-school for half day instruction, Group A remote for 2 consecutive days 
One day of remote instruction for all 
 
Teachers will be available in the afternoons for follow up, questions, and check ins 
 
PHASE 2 
Same schedule as Phase 1 with full days. Teachers will provide additional live virtual instruction for 
remote-only students. 
 
The district and staff realizes that although we were able to deliver remote instruction last spring in an 
emergency situation, our distance-learning plan for the fall has to be better. In our proposal, we have 
added in more structure for the students’ school days as well as planning and professional 
development time for teachers. 
 
We also realize that our students and their families have been impacted by COVID-19 in many ways. 
The emotional well-being of our families has become a top priority for our district. We will be offering 
more opportunities for students to talk to someone if they need help. 
 
Finally, we realize from the survey results that our students have a wide variety of needs for 
scheduling. Some students want to be in school as much as possible, and some students do not 
want to come to school in person until a vaccination is available. We need to have a plan that will 
accommodate all of the individual student situations. 
 
Our proposal addresses all of the factors involved. There are several major obstacles, however, that 
require significant changes. The requirement to maintain a social distance of six feet between 
students is a logistical challenge. This is the reason for splitting the students into two groups—we 
cannot fit all of the students into the classrooms and keep them six feet apart. The required frequent 
cleaning and sanitizing, especially for the busses, is another major roadblock to re-entry. The length 
of time required to clean the busses after each run will shift start times for schools. It is important to 
remember that these cleaning and distancing requirements, although cumbersome, are required to 
keep our students and staff safe—and that is our top priority.  
 
We all hope to eventually return to a safe, normal school day. Until then, we all need to work together 
to ensure our students receive the best possible instruction in the safest possible environment.   
 
Robert Zega, Ed.D. 
Superintendent of Woodbridge Schools   

 


